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Explain the following ter.ms irr a ]inear programming problem:
!

r Objective function;

o Feasible solution.

A company has two products Rice and Wheat. To produce one urrit of Rice 2 units of

material X and 4 units of material Y are required. To produce one unit of Wheat 3 units

of material X and 2 gnits of rnaierial Y are required. A'c least 16 units of each material

must be used in order to meet comrnitted sales of Rice arid Wheat. Due to moderate

marketing facilities not more than 8 units of product Wheai can be sold. Cost per unit

of material X and material l' are Rs.2.50 and Rs.0.25,respectively. The selling price per

unit of Rice and Wheat are Rs.12 Rs.16 respectively'

Formulate a mathernatical model bv using the above data'

Solve it graphically for the minimum cost.
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lJse Simplex Method to solve the following linear programming probiem: j

Maximize Z :30rt * 2dr2, 
I

subject to I

*j, - ",
- 6rt - 4rz

5r1*8r2 : 2A; 
I

TI, T2

Use Revised Simplex Method to soive the foliowing linear programmr"* O*O*-, I

ffi;ti: 
z:6rt*3r2*4rs-2ra*ns' 
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(a) workout the transportation schedule by using vogel's approximation method'

(b) Find the assdciated transportation cost'

(c) Check your answer starting with North-West corner rule'

A company has one surplus truck in each of the cities A, B,C,D and 'o and one deficit

truck in each of the cities 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. The distance between the cities in kilometer

is shown in the matrix below. Find the assignment of trucks from cities in surplus to

cities in deficit so that the total distance covered by vehicle is minimum.

Find the maximum flow for the following network using lqbeling technique'
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t2 10 15 22 18 8

10 l8 25 15 16 L2

11 10 3 8 5 I
tl l4 10 13 i3 T2

8 12 11 7 13 10


